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LECTURE 11: TEMPORAL ANALYSIS 

●     Objectives: 

❍     Understand the relationship between sums and filters 

❍     Understand the relationship between temporal resolution and frequency 
resolution 

❍     Introduce common window functions 

❍     Explain their use in speech processing 

❍     Understand how we compute our first recognition feature: energy 

One of the best explanations of this material can be found in: 

L.R. Rabiner and B.W. Juang, Fundamentals of Speech Recognition, Prentice-Hall, 
Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, USA, ISBN: 0-13-015157-2, 1993. 

This textbook is unfortunately out of print. Another excellent reference is: 

J. Deller, et. al., Discrete-Time Processing of Speech Signals, MacMillan Publishing 
Co., ISBN: 0-7803-5386-2, 2000. 

http://www.cs.ndsu.nodak.edu/~kvanhorn/HTKv22Book.ps
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Modern speech understanding systems merge interdisciplinary technologies from Signal Processing, 
Pattern Recognition, Natural Language, and Linguistics into a unified statistical framework. These 
systems, which have applications in a wide range of signal processing problems, represent a revolution 
in Digital Signal Processing (DSP). Once a field dominated by vector-oriented processors and linear 
algebra-based mathematics, the current generation of DSP-based systems rely on sophisticated statistical 
models implemented using a complex software paradigm. Such systems are now capable of 
understanding continuous speech input for vocabularies of hundreds of thousands of words in 
operational environments. 

In this course, we will explore the core components of modern statistically-based speech recognition 
systems. We will view speech recognition problem in terms of three tasks: signal modeling, network 
searching, and language understanding. We will conclude our discussion with an overview of state-of-
the-art systems, and a review of available resources to support further research and technology 
development. 

Tar files containing a compilation of all the notes are available. However, these files are large and will 
require a substantial amount of time to download. A tar file of the html version of the notes is available 
here. These were generated using wget: 

wget -np -k -m http://www.isip.msstate.edu/publications/courses/ece_8463/lectures/current 

A pdf file containing the entire set of lecture notes is available here. These were generated using Adobe 
Acrobat. 

Questions or comments about the material presented here can be directed to help@isip.msstate.edu. 
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LECTURE 11: TEMPORAL ANALYSIS 

●     Objectives: 

❍     Understand the relationship between sums and filters 

❍     Understand the relationship between temporal resolution and frequency resolution 

❍     Introduce common window functions 

❍     Explain their use in speech processing 

❍     Understand how we compute our first recognition feature: energy 

One of the best explanations of this material can be found in: 

L.R. Rabiner and B.W. Juang, Fundamentals of Speech Recognition, Prentice-Hall, Upper Saddle River, New 
Jersey, USA, ISBN: 0-13-015157-2, 1993. 

This textbook is unfortunately out of print. Another excellent reference is: 

J. Deller, et. al., Discrete-Time Processing of Speech Signals, MacMillan Publishing Co., ISBN: 0-7803-5386-2, 
2000. 



ENERGY AND POWER 

 



FINITE SUMS AND FILTERS 

●     Consider a simplified equation for energy: 

 
●     We can write this as a digital filter: 

 
●     What is the frequency response of this filter? (Hint: FIR) 

●     Are there other ways we can implement such a filter? (Hint: IIR) 

Consider these three approaches: 

 



EXAMPLES OF ENERGY COMPUTATIONS 

 



WHAT DOES A SPEECH SIGNAL LOOK LIKE? 

 

●     We often prefer to view a spectrogram using a color visualization in which spectral log magnitude is mapped to 
"temperature" (the color that emanates from a steel bar when it is heated): 



 

●     Here are more examples of color spectrograms using the ever-popular Texas Instruments color map: 



 



 



RECANGULAR WINDOWS 

 



TEMPORAL/FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

 

 

 

 



POPULAR WINDOW FUNCTIONS 

 



RECURSIVE-IN-TIME APPROACHES 

 



RELATIONSHIP TO CONTROL SYSTEMS 
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This is a module of the BORES Signal Processing advanced DSP 
course - FFT windows.

To follow this course module properly, you should be familiar with 
the basic ideas of DSP which are introduced in the earlier course:

●     Introduction to DSP

and specifically with the section on windowing

●     Introduction to FFT window functions

This course module covers the following subjects:

●     Window function kernels
●     The FFT as a series of filters
●     Coherent Power Gain
●     Equivalent Noise Bandwidth
●     Processing Loss
●     Spectral leakage
●     Resolution
●     Figures of merit

The course is intended for self study over the Internet only. All material is copyright, and you are not permitted to make 
copies, either for personal use or for teaching purposes.

The complete course - Introduction to DSP - is presented regularly as a one day, 'hands on' workshop where delegates use 
DSP hardware and software to complete exercises intended to help in understanding the concepts which are introduced. 
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